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First-principles electronic structure and its relation to thermoelectric properties of Bi2Te3
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~Received 29 June 2000; published 7 February 2001!

The electronic structure of Bi2Te3, which is a major constituent of the best thermoelectric material operating
at room temperature, was calculated by using the first principles full-potential linearized-augmented-plane-
wave method with spin-orbit interaction included by a second variational method. A search of the whole
Brillouin zone shows that the band edges are located off the symmetry lines, with locations that are in accord
with the phenomenological six-band model. In doped Bi2Te3, Fermi surfaces near the band edges show a
nonparabolic behavior. At a high doping concentration, the Fermi surfaces display elongated features, i.e., a
knifelike Fermi surface for the valence band and spoonlike Fermi surfaces for the conduction band, which can
be attributed to the layered structure of Bi2Te3. The effect of the anisotropic electronic structure combined with
a low lattice thermal conductivity of Bi2Te3 gives a large figure of merit.
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Bi2Te3 is a narrow-gap semiconductor which attract
considerable attention in the 1950s and 1960s due to its p
tical applications as a thermoelectric devices.1 Today, it is
one of the major constituents in the best thermoelectric
terial with the highest figure of merit for use near room te
perature. A dimensionless figure of merit for thermoelec
materials is defined as

ZT5S2sT/~ke1kL!, ~1!

whereS is the thermopower,s is the electrical conductivity,
T is the temperature of the sample, andke and kL are the
thermal conductivities due to the electron and lattice, resp
tively. Whereas much effort has been made to improve
ZT of materials based on Bi2Te3 by doping or alloying other
materials,ZT is not much improved, and is not much mo
than ZT;1, which is still not high enough compared
compressor-based refrigerators. These days, the deman
an efficient thermoelectric material is increasing due to
need in electronics and out of environmental concern.2 As a
result, thermoelectric materials have begun to receive
newed attention. Several theoretical concepts were prop
to increase the efficiency of the materials.3 One idea to im-
prove the figure of merit is to use superlattice or quantu
well structures;4 a preliminary report indicated that aZT of
about 3 can be obtained at 300 K in a Bi2Te3 /Sb2Te3
superlattice,5 which is comparable to that of compresso
based refrigerators.

In developing materials with a higher figure of merit, it
crucial to understand their electronic structure, especi
around the energy gap, as this determines the performan
the material. Several phenomenological models were p
posed to explain experimental observations involving
Fermi surface of doped Bi2Te3. Six valley models for both
conduction and valence bands with high anisotropy in tra
port properties are generally accepted in which both low
conduction band and highest valence band have six val
in the mirror plane of the Brillouin zone~BZ!.6 In addition to
these six-valley models for band edges, second band e
are needed to explain the experiments.7,8 Further, whereas
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most phenomenological models assume quadratic bands
E;k2, nonquadratic behavior was observed.9,10

Whereas there are several electronic structure calculat
for Bi2Te3 by various methods like pseudopotential,11–13

tight binding,14 linear augmented plane wave,15 linear
muffin-tin orbital,16 and very recently by full-potential lin-
earized augmented plane wave,17 phenomenological six-band
model have not yet been confirmed. Recent first-princip
studies of the electronic structure by Mishraet al.16 and Lar-
son et al.17 gave only two conduction-band valleys, whi
both gave six valleys for the valence band. Mishraet al.
ascribed their failure in finding the six valleys to their atom
sphere approximation. However, Larsonet al. could not find
six valleys for the conduction band, although they used
full-potential method. This may be due to different appro
mations for the exchange-correlation potential or by differ
linearizations of the wave function. They utilized the gen
alized gradient approximation, while our uses are the loc
density approximation~LDA !. Also, they set the energy cut
off between the core and valence states at26 Ry where
Te 4p electrons are treated as the valence states while ou
set at21.8 Ry, where Te 4p electrons are treated as the co
states.

In this paper, we confirm the six-band model for bo
conduction and valence bands from a search for global
trema through the whole Brillouin zone. We find that th
band edges are located at points off the symmetry lines
previous calculations, electronic energy bands were stud
along symmetry lines connecting two symmetry points in
mirror plane. Since the energy differences between b
edges and other local extrema are very small, it is import
to use accurate potentials. For this reason, we have obta
the electronic structure by employing the highly precise fir
principles local-density FLAPW method,18 which makes no
shape approximations to the charge density or the poten
From the calculated electronic band structure, we give s
eral reasons for the large figure of merit of Bi2Te3.

Bi2Te3, a naturally layered material, has a trigonal crys
structure with space groupD3d

5 . The crystal structure can b
given in a hexagonal unit cell as three sets of hexago
layers where each set consists of five atom
©2001 The American Physical Society12-1
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Te1-Bi-Te2-Bi-Te1. The bonding within the
Te1-Bi-Te2-Bi-Te1 layer is considered to be covalent, whi
the bonding between layers (Te1-Te1) is of weak van der
Waals type. We have used a trigonal lattice where only fi
atoms are contained in a primitive unit cell. Hereafter
coordinates refer to the trigonal unit cell. An experimen
lattice constant19 is used in the calculation. The spin-orb
interaction, which plays an important role in the electron
structure of Bi2Te3, was included self-consistently by a se
ond variational method.20 The Hedin-Lundqvist form of the
exchange-correlation potential was employed for
exchange-correlation energy.21 In all, 60 specialk points22

are sampled for thek-space integration, which is sufficien
for an electronic structure calculation for a semiconducto

Figure 1 shows the Brillouin zone of a trigonal cryst
structure.16 Some points are not symmetric points, since
symmetry of the point is not higher than its neighbor
Three mirror planes containing theL, G, and Z points are
parallel to thez axis, whereas the basal plane passing thro
the G point is perpendicular to thez axis. Figure 2~a! shows
the energy bands plotted along the symmetry lines. Ove
the band structure shows similarity to that of Mishraet al.,16

except for small differences caused by the different pot
tials employed; Mishraet al.used the atomic sphere approx
mation for the potential in their linear muffin-tin orbital ca
culation. If we see the band structure along the symme
lines, the conduction-band edge~CBE! and valence-band
edge~VBE! are located betweenZ andF, with an energy gap
of 106 meV. However, since it is necessary to check if
CBE and VBE on the symmetry line are true extrema,
sampled 1000k points randomly in the irreducible Brillouin
zone. As a result, we were able to confirm that the CBE
VBE lie in the mirror plane. However, their locations are o
the symmetry line. Thus if one looks only at the band alo
the symmetry lines connecting symmetry points, one

FIG. 1. Brillouin zone of Bi2Te3 according to Ref. 16. The
points in parentheses are not points of symmetry because w
symmetry is not higher than the neighbor.
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miss the band edges. Figure 2~b! shows the energy-ban
structure of Bi2Te3 along the lines connecting the ban
edges. The energy gap~of 61 meV! is smaller than the 120
meV found in experiment. This is in keeping with the we
known fact that the LDA usually gives smaller energy ga
than experiment.

Figure 3~a! shows a contour plot of the eigenvalues of t
highest valence band in the mirror plane wherez15 1

2 Z, z1
5 3

2 Z, anda is a point located at 0.435 of the distance fro
Z to U. The contour lines in Fig. 3~a! can be regarded a
showing the cross section of the hole Fermi surface w
various doping concentration since the Fermi level will
located at an energy level of the contour lines for a giv
doping concentration. In Fig. 3~a!, the VBE is located at
b(0.546,0.383,0.383), which is off the symmetry lines. T
threefold rotation and inversion symmetry of the crys
gives six valence-band valleys in agreement with exp
ment. However, there is a second-highest valence-band
~SVBE! at c(0.665,0.586,0.586) which differs in energy b
only 3.8 meV~or 46 K!. If we count these two Fermi sur
faces together, 12 Fermi surface pockets can exist at a ce
hole doping concentration, which may give rise to a bet

se

FIG. 2. Band structure of Bi2Te3 ~a! along the high-symmetry
lines and~b! along the lines connecting band extrema.

FIG. 3. ~a! Contour plot of eigenvalues of the highest valen
~24th! band in the mirror plane.b andc represent the location of the
valence-band edge and the second-highest valence-band edg
spectively. The solid line represents a cross section of the Fe
surface at a hole doping concentration of 1019 cm23. ~b! Contour
plot of eigenvalues of the lowest conduction~25th! band in the
mirror plane.d ande represent the location of the conduction-ba
edge and the second-lowest valence-band edge, respectively
solid line represents a cross section of the Fermi surface at an
tron doping concentration of 1019 cm23.
2-2
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efficiency of Bi2Te3 since the figure of merit is a monoton
increasing function of the number of Fermi surface, as w
be shown in Eq.~2!. The SVBE and VBE can be connecte
to give a combined Fermi surface when it is doped with m
than 1.031015 cm23 acceptors. Since Bi2Te3 is used as a
thermoelectric device with heavy doping like 1019 cm23, one
would observe only one Fermi surface comprised of the
Fermi surfaces atb andc. The solid line with the shape of
knife in Fig. 3~a! represents the cross section of the Fer
surface at a doping of 1019 cm23. Thus at high doping, the
Fermi surface cannot be described as an ellipsoidal surf
The knifelike Fermi surface is tilted by about 42° with r
spect to the basal plane, which is larger than the experim
tal value of 31.5°.9 This difference between theory and e
periment can be ascribed to the simplifying assumption
experiment that the energy changes quadratically, likeE
;k2, near the band edge. However, this quadratic assu
tion cannot be applied at doping concentrations greater
1.031015 cm23, as we can see from the combined two Fer
surfaces in Fig. 3~a!. Thus it follows that more sophisticate
experimental analyses are required to check the topolog
the Fermi surface.

This knifelike Fermi surface gives rise to a large anis
ropy in the electronic transport properties. If we denote
most elongated direction of the Fermi surface asz8, the elon-
gated Fermi surface is due to a very flat band around thz8
axis which can be seen in the highest valence band in
2~b! betweenb and d. The elongated Fermi surface als
gives a large effective mass for electronic transport in thez8
direction, which makes the mobility in this direction ve
small. The large anisotropy in the effective mass can be
cribed to the layered structure of Bi2Te3, since cylinderlike
Fermi surfaces elongated in a direction are usually obse
in layered materials like graphite or layered superconduct
However, the length of the knifelike Fermi surface in thez8
direction is finite, which is different from other layered m
terials with infinite length. A finite length means that th
two-dimensional layered structure is not complete, and h
moderate bonding between layers. If we describe the bo
ing between layers as covalent bonding, we can see tha
bonding between layers has a mixed covalent and weak
der Waals character. In order to increase the mobility
holes, charge transport should be made within the b
plane or along trigonal axes in order to avoid the large
fective mass in thez8 direction.

We can see a third VBE in Fig. 3~a! betweenG and Z.
However, the energy difference between the third VBE a
the VBE is 228 meV, which corresponds to a very high h
doping of 6.531020 cm23 or 0.11 electrons/f.u., which is
higher than the usual doping concentration. Hence the Fe
surfaces of hole-doped Bi2Te3 can be effectively modeled b
combining the two Fermi surfaces atb andc. This is similar
to the phenomenological two-band model for the valen
band,6 but the energy separation between the VBE a
SVBE is found to be very small in the calculation.

Figure 3~b! shows a contour plot of the energy eigenv
ues of the lowest conduction band. The CBE is located
d(0.663,0.568,0.568), and the second-lowest conduct
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band edge can be found ate(0.273,0.273,0.273), which is
about halfway betweenG and Z. If the electron doping is
low, only the Fermi surface atd is observed. The Ferm
surface atd gives six valleys by crystal symmetry, whic
confirms the six-valley model for the conduction band. T
shape of the Fermi surface atd is like a lens, and does no
change much from the shape of low doping up to a mode
doping concentration, which means that the effective mas
nearly constant with respect to doping. However, if it
doped heavily~like 1019 cm23) the two Fermi surfaces atd
and e become connected to give one Fermi surface with
complicated effective mass, as seen from the solid line
Fig. 3~b!, which is the Fermi-surface cross section at an el
tron doping of 1019 cm23. This Fermi-surface cross sectio
has the shape of a spoon which is tilted 31° with respec
the basal plane, in excellent agreement with the experime
value of 33.5°.10

Again, at high doping an elongated Fermi surface in o
direction can be ascribed to the quasi-two-dimensional
ture of the crystal. The six Fermi surfaces are not indep
dent, since each group of three Fermi surfaces meets
point e or 2e. The combined Fermi surfaces ate and 2e
have the shapes of tripods, whose arms are open towarZ.
Due to the crystal symmetry, the tripodlike Fermi surfaces
Àe and e are point-inverted images of each other with r
spect toZ. In this heavy doping case (1019 cm23), a simple
six-valley model may not work for the conduction band. T
energy difference betweend ande is 53 meV, which corre-
sponds to a doping of 4.831018 cm23 or 8.231024

electrons/f.u. Thus the conduction band can be modele
the six-band model at low doping concentration (,4.8
31019 cm23), while they become connected to give tw
tripodlike Fermi surfaces at a high doping concentration.

Figure 4 shows the density of states~DOS! around the
energy gap. We can see a steep increase in the DO
around 50 meV, which is due to the second conduction-b
edge. Hence if one were to measure the DOS by a suit
experiment like inverse photoemission spectroscopy,
peak structure in the DOS would be observed.

From our results we can think of several reasons w
Bi2Te3 has a large thermoelectric figure of merit: Mahan23

showed thatZT is a monotonic increasing function of theB
coefficient, where

FIG. 4. Density of states near the energy gap.
2-3
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Bj5Temnj~T!~kB /e!2/~4kL!, ~2!

nj~T!5Nj~2pmj* kBT/h2!3/2. ~3!

Here e is the charge,m is the mobility, kL is the lattice
thermal conductivity, andNj is the degeneracy of the ban
The density of states effective mass of thej th band is given
by mj* 5(m1m2m3)1/3, wherem1 , m2, andm3 are the effec-
tive masses along the principal axes of the constant en
surface of thej th band. Although Mahan’s calculation a
sumes a parabolic band, his results suggest important q
tative features for improvingZT. Obviously, to increaseZT,
we should increaseBj . Thus a high carrier mobility, a larg
density-of-states effective mass, a large multiplicityNj , and
a low lattice thermal conductivity are required for a go
thermoelectric material, which generally agrees with the
served properties of good thermoelectric materials. As
Bi2Te3, there are several factors that can contribute to
increase ofB. First the band edges are located atk points
with very low symmetry, which gives a high multiplicityNj
of the equivalent Fermi surface; thesek points only have
mirror reflection symmetry, so that as many as six equiva
Fermi surfaces can be generated. Second, the quasi-
dimensional character of Bi2Te3 gives a large anisotropy in
the effective mass, and hence a large density of states m
mj . Third, whilemj is large, we can choose a direction wi
a small effective mass due to the large anisotropy of
Fermi surface, and a good mobilitym can be obtained. Aside
from these electronic properties, Bi2Te3 has a low thermal
conductivity due to the large atomic mass of its constitu
elements. The combined effect of electronic structure
lattice effects can give rise to a large figure of merit.
or
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rd

d
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In conclusion, we have calculated the electronic struct
using the first-principles local-density FLAPW method. B
globally searching throughout the whole BZ, we have fou
that the valence- and conduction-band edges are locate
the symmetry lines. The Fermi surfaces show high anis
ropy in the effective mass, which is due to the quasi-tw
dimensional nature of the layered structure. The incomp
two-dimensional nature of the Fermi surface also reveals
the bonding between layers is not only of van der Waals t
but is also covalent. The valence-band Fermi surface
heavily hole doped Bi2Te3 can be modeled by six knifelike
Fermi surfaces, where each Fermi surface is made of
merged Fermi surfaces. The conduction band of Bi2Te3 with
low electron doping has six lenslike Fermi surfaces. Ho
ever, if it is heavily doped with electrons, the six-valle
model does not work, since two tripodlike Fermi surfaces
formed. From an analysis of the electronic structure, we h
found that Bi2Te3 has several good reasons to have a h
figure of merit, since it has many Fermi surfaces due to
low symmetry of the position of the band edges, a lar
density-of-states effective mass due to the quasi-tw
dimensional layered structure, and a low mobility due to
large anisotropy of the Fermi surface. In addition to the
electronic properties, the combined effect with a low latti
thermal conductivity can yield a high figure of merit.
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